Omega-3 carboxylic acids monotherapy and combination with statins in the management of dyslipidemia
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Abstract: The 2013 American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association guidelines on cholesterol management placed greater emphasis on statin therapy given the well-established benefits in primary and secondary prevention of cardiovascular disease. Residual risk may remain after statin initiation, in part because of triglyceride-rich lipoprotein cholesterol. Several large trials have failed to show benefit with non-statin cholesterol-lowering medications in the reduction of cardiovascular events. Yet, subgroup analyses showed a benefit in those with hypertriglyceridemia and lower high-density lipoprotein cholesterol level, a high-risk pattern of dyslipidemia. This review discusses the benefits of omega-3 carboxylic acids, a recently approved formulation of omega-3 fatty acid with enhanced bioavailability, in the treatment of dyslipidemia both as monotherapy and combination therapy with a statin.
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Introduction
Statins are the cornerstone therapy for dyslipidemia. However, residual risk remains even for patients who are maximized on statin treatment. The atherogenic residual risk can be due to low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) levels that are not yet optimally controlled or elevation in triglyceride-rich lipoprotein cholesterol (TRL-C) that results in non-high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) above recommended targets. One of the strongest predictors of residual risk is hypertriglyceridemia and therefore elevation of non-HDL-C associated with low levels of HDL-C. The superiority of non-HDL-C versus LDL-C for major cardiovascular event (MACE) prediction was demonstrated in a meta-analysis of contemporary statin trials. Boekholdt et al’s analysis using cut-off points of 100 mg/dL for LDL-C and 130 mg/dL for non-HDL-C demonstrated that when there was discordance between the two measures (ie, only one was elevated), risk was more closely associated with non-HDL-C than LDL-C, illustrating that the elevated level of TRL-C was associated with increased coronary heart disease risk, even in the presence of low LDL-C (<100 mg/dL). To date, no large-scale randomized controlled trial has been completed in which subjects were selected specifically on the basis of having elevated levels of triglyceride (TG) or TRL-C. As a result, the evidence base to support intervention based on levels of TGs and TRL-C is less robust than that for LDL-C as a target of therapy. However, ~31% of the population in the US has a TG concentration ≥150 mg/dL and 16% have a level ≥200 mg/dL. Thus, the population attributable risk associated with this metabolic disturbance is large if one assumes a causal relationship. Moreover, from a clinical standpoint,
a substantial fraction of patients treated with statin therapy have residual elevation in non-HDL-C, reflecting increased TRL-C.1,4

Omega-3 fatty acids (OM3-FAs) are widely used to lower TGs in patients with severe hypertriglyceridemia. A novel formulation containing omega-3 carboxylic acids (OM3-CAs, Epanova®, AstraZeneca, Wilmington, DE, USA), a complex mixture of the free fatty acids form containing eicosapentae-noic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) as the two most abundant species (~55% and 20%, respectively), was recently approved by the US Food and Drug Administration as an adjunct to diet to reduce TGs in adults with levels of ≥500 mg/dL. It is prescribed at a once-daily dose of 2 g/day (two capsules) or 4 g/day (four capsules).

The aim of this review is to discuss the benefits of OM3-FAs, specifically OM3-CA, both alone and in combination with statins, in cardiovascular risk reduction, especially for those with hypertriglyceridemia and low HDL-C.

Residual cardiovascular risk with statin therapy
The benefits derived from statins in regard to cholesterol profiles and prevention of MACE are well established. Trials such as WOSCOPS,5 AFCAPS/TexCAPS,6 MEGA,7 ASCOT-LLA,8 and JUPITER8 have shown that statins improve lipid profiles while also reducing MACE rates when used for primary prevention. Statins have been shown to reduce MACE rates when administered for secondary prevention, as demonstrated by the 4S,9 MIRACL,10 and LIPID12 trials. This was further supported when lower MACE rates were observed in those receiving a high-intensity statin compared to a lower intensity statin in the IDEAL,13 PROVE-IT,14 and TNT15 trials. Despite the remarkable benefits that have been demonstrated, those on statin therapy are not completely free from cardiovascular risk.

While some debate exists, several studies have identified an association between elevated TGs and cardiovascular disease (CVD).16-18 The expected TG reduction with statin use is about 5%–20% based on a 2010 meta-analysis by Nicholls et al,19 with greater reductions achieved with higher statin dosing. When assessed by baseline TG level, 70%–80% of subjects achieved TG levels <150 mg/dL if baseline TG levels were <200 mg/dL; however, 0%–24% of subjects achieved TG <150 mg/dL if baseline levels were >300 mg/dL. Therefore, even with the potential for significant TG lowering, hypertriglyceridemia may persist for many patients on statin therapy.

It is common to observe low HDL-C in the setting of hypertriglyceridemia, especially in those with diabetes and/or metabolic syndrome. Diabetics have an increased risk of coronary artery disease (CAD),20,21 and trials such as the Collaborative Atorvastatin Diabetes Study22 have demonstrated a reduction in MACE rates with statin administration for those with type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM). Type 2 DM (and to a lesser extent those with type 1 DM) is associated with abnormal lipid profiles, in particular higher non-HDL-C,23 lower HDL-C,24,25 higher TGs,24-26 and more small, dense LDL-C particles.25,26 Statin therapy improves several lipid parameters in those with this pattern of dyslipidemia.27 In addition to LDL and TG lowering, statins are more likely to raise HDL-C in those with baseline low HDL-C or high TGs.27 It is unclear whether this is a direct effect of statins, or if the improvements in HDL-C are secondary to reductions in TGs. While a causal relationship between rise in HDL-C levels and reduction in MACE has not been identified, those who experience HDL-C increases with statin therapy have lower MACE rates than those with a reduction in HDL-C.28

As discussed ahead, additional medications such as OM3-CA could potentiate this benefit provided by statins, or provide benefit in those intolerant to statins or who do not receive these desired changes in lipid profiles despite their use.

Benefits of TG lowering in those with hypertriglyceridemia with or without low HDL-C
Of the currently available medications for dyslipidemia, statins are known to provide the greatest protection from CVD. Yet, targeting abnormal lipid levels other than LDL-C with use of non-statin cholesterol medications can provide benefit, both with and without concomitant statin therapy. While the non-statin medications provide less protection than statins, it is still important to consider their advantages. This is especially true for those with hypertriglyceridemia and low HDL-C, a common and high-risk pattern of dyslipidemia.

One of the earliest large TG-lowering trials was the Helsinki Heart Study, which compared gemfibrozil versus placebo in 4081 men with non-HDL-C ≥200 mg/dL and without a history of CAD over a 5-year period.29 The average baseline TG level was 175 mg/dL in the gemfibrozil group and 176 mg/dL in the placebo group, and the average baseline HDL-C was 47 mg/dL in both groups. Of the lipoproteins measured, the greatest change was seen in TGs, with a statistically significant reduction of 35% in the treatment group compared with a very small increase in the placebo group. There was also a reduction in non-HDL-C, LDL-C, and an
increase in HDL-C. Results showed a significantly lower rate of cardiac end points in the gemfibrozil group and no difference in mortality over 6.2 years.

More recently, large trials evaluating outcomes of TG reduction have concluded that there is a lack of benefit. The majority of these studies used fibrates, which act via several mechanisms including activation of lipolysis of TG-rich lipoproteins. The Bezafibrate Infarction Prevention (BIP) study published in 2000 found no outcome benefit with bezafibrate compared to placebo in men and women with a history of CAD and dyslipidemia, specifically with HDL-C ≤545 mg/dL, total cholesterol 180–250 mg/dL, LDL-C ≤180 mg/dL, and TG ≤300 mg/dL. The greatest lipoprotein changes were a significant reduction in TG of 20.6% in the bezafibrate group compared with a 4.6% increase in the placebo group and a significant elevation in HDL-C cholesterol at 17.9% versus only 3.5% in the placebo group. There was no significant difference between the groups in regard to the primary end point of nonfatal or fatal myocardial infarction (MI) or sudden death; however, subgroup analyses showed that, in those with TG ≥200 mg/dL, there was a significant reduction of 39.5% (p=0.02) in the primary end point. When further analyzed by baseline HDL-C level, those with HDL-C <35 mg/dL and TG ≥200 mg/dL had a 41.8% (p=0.02) reduction in the primary end point, while those with HDL-C ≥35 mg/dL and TG ≥200 had 35.9% reduction, which was not statistically significant (p=0.33). This demonstrates that TG-lowering therapy may reduce MACE rates in those with significantly elevated TGs and low HDL-C. The Veterans Affairs HDL Intervention Trial (VA-HIT) found a significant 22% reduction in nonfatal MI's and CAD-related deaths with gemfibrozil use, which was associated with elevations in HDL-C. The population was men with a history of CAD with baseline average HDL-C of 32 mg/dL and TG of 162 mg/dL, an unfavorable pattern of dyslipidemia. Uniquely, they had to have a baseline LDL-C ≤140 mg/dL to reduce confounding results from LDL-C-lowering therapy. Similar to findings from subgroup analyses of the BIP study, subgroup analysis of VA-HIT found that men with the highest baseline quintile of TGs had a significant reduction in coronary events with gemfibrozil use.

Study of the type 2 diabetic population is important when considering the benefits of TG reduction given the greater prevalence of hypertriglycerideremia in combination with low HDL-C and small, dense LDL-C in this population. The Fenofibrate Intervention and Event Lowering in Diabetes (FIELD) study compared fenofibrate to placebo for primary and secondary prevention of cardiovascular events in those with type 2 DM, with 80% also meeting criteria for metabolic syndrome. Over 5 years of follow-up, fenofibrate reduced cardiovascular events with a hazard ratio (HR) of 0.89 (95% CI: 0.80–0.99, p<0.01). The group with the greatest reduction in cardiovascular events was those with baseline TG ≥200 mg/dL and low HDL-C, with a HR of 0.73 (95% CI: 0.58–0.91, p<0.05). In the Action to Control Cardiovascular Risk in Diabetes (ACCORD) Lipid trial, patients with diabetes on simvastatin monotherapy in the highest tertile of TGs (≥204 mg/dL) and the lowest tertile of HDL-C (≤34 mg/dL) had a cardiovascular event frequency of 17.3% compared with 10.1% in all other patients receiving simvastatin monotherapy. This subgroup of patients with high TG and low HDL-C represented ~17% of the study population receiving statin monotherapy, but accounted for 25% of the cardiovascular events. The high TG and low HDL-C subgroup in the ACCORD Lipid trial had not only a greater cardiovascular event rate, but also a 29% relative risk reduction on fenofibrate combination therapy with simvastatin, compared with simvastatin monotherapy (12.4% vs 17.3% events, p=0.032). However, the patients outside of this dyslipidemic subgroup did not benefit from the addition of fenofibrate to simvastatin therapy (10.1% vs 10.1% events, p=0.06 for the treatment-by-subgroup interaction).

Similar to the ACCORD Lipid trial, the Atherothrombosis Intervention in Metabolic Syndrome with Low HDL/High Triglycerides: Impact on Global Health Outcomes (AIM-HIGH) study sought to determine if the TG-lowering and HDL-C-raising effects of niacin in combination with simvastatin 40–80 mg ± ezetimibe for goal LDL-C <80 mg/dL would reduce the primary end point comprising cardiovascular events and death compared to those treated with simvastatin ± ezetimibe alone. The results showed no benefit with the addition of extended-release niacin over 3 years despite significant improvements in TGs and HDL-C. A subgroup analysis published 2 years later found that in those with both the highest TG (>198 mg/dL) and lowest HDL-C (<33 mg/dL) tertiles, the addition of extended-release niacin to simvastatin provided a greater reduction in the primary end point with HR of 0.74, which almost reached statistical significance (p=0.073). If TG and HDL-C cut-off points were slightly adjusted to ≥200 and <32 mg/dL, respectively, a significant reduction in the primary end point was then observed with a HR of 0.64 (p=0.032).

Therefore, while it has been concluded that the trials looking at TG reduction with non-statin medications have not shown benefit in regard to cardiovascular outcomes, subgroup analyses have demonstrated a reduction in MACE rates in those with baseline elevated TGs and low HDL-C with or without concomitant statin use. The above trials did not use...
OM3-FAs for TG reduction, which have similar efficacy to the TG-lowering medications that were used and with generally better tolerability. For example, while both OM3-FA and fibrates can reduce TGs anywhere between 20% and 50%, there is significant concern for drug–drug interactions with the use of fibrates, compared to the less concerning common side effect of gastrointestinal upset that is possible with OM3-FA use.36

**OM3-FA therapy**

OM3-FAs have been shown to improve lipid profiles in addition to providing other benefits; however, they are best known for their TG-lowering ability. The 2013 American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association (ACC/AHA) guidelines on cholesterol management do not specifically provide recommendations on the management of hypertriglyceridemia; instead they reference the AHA 2011 guidelines on TG management, which recommends lowering TG levels to ideally <100 mg/dL through diet and exercise, including dietary OM3-FAs.2 If TGs remain elevated >500 mg/dL, it recommends considering the addition of medical therapy.

OM3-CA is a newer OM3-FA formulation that is in free fatty acid form. Older formulations contain fatty acid ethyl esters and therefore are in a pro-drug form, rendering them more dependent on pancreatic enzymatic activity.37–39 This is important, as those with CVD are instructed to reduce unhealthy fats in their diet, and those with severe hypertriglyceridemia need to reduce all fats in their diet, decreasing stimulation of pancreatic lipase secretion. The Epanova Compared to Lovaza In a Pharmacokinetic Single-dose Evaluation (ECLIPSE) study showed about a 4-fold greater bioavailability of OM3-CA compared to omega-3-acid ethyl esters (OM3-EE, Lovaza®, GlaxoSmithKline, Philadelphia, PA, USA) with a single low-fat meal.40 With a high-fat meal, the bioavailability of OM3-CA was still significantly greater than OM3-EE, but to a lesser extent (1.3-fold greater bioavailability). The ECLIPSE II trial also showed significantly greater serum levels of EPA and DHA for those on OM3-CA compared to OM3-EE while on a low-fat diet, however, after a longer time period of 14 days (Figure 1).41 Furthermore, OM3-CA was more effective than OM3-EE at lowering TG levels (21% vs 8%, p=0.013) at 14 days. This suggests that a greater magnitude of benefit can be expected from OM3-CA compared to older OM3-FA formulations.

**Figure 1** OM3-CA bioavailability compared to OM3-EE as measured by steady-state levels of EPA and DHA in the ECLIPSE II trial.

**Notes:** Baseline adjusted – after 7 days following a TLC diet, subjects in both cohorts exhibited relatively similar baseline concentrations of total EPA+DHA (for OM3-CA: arithmetic mean concentration ranging from 175 to 197 nmol/mL and for OM3-EE from 172 to 193 nmol/mL).

**Abbreviations:** AUC, area under the plasma concentration versus time curve; DHA, docosahexaenoic acid; EPA, eicosapentaenoic acid; Max, maximum; OM3-CA, omega-3 carboxylic acid; OM3-EE, omega-3 ethyl ester; TLC, therapeutic lifestyle changes.
4 g of olive oil daily over 12 weeks. A total of 34%–35% of subjects in each group were on a stable dose of statin or cholesterol absorption inhibitor or both prior to the study and were continued on the medication(s) during the trial. Fasting TGs were reduced by 25.9% in those taking 2 g/d of OM3-CA (p<0.01 vs olive oil), 25.5% in those taking 3 g/d (p<0.01 vs olive oil), and by 30.9% in those taking 4 g/d (p<0.001 vs olive oil), compared with a 4.3% reduction for the olive oil group. Other significant beneficial changes observed in the OM3-CA groups included a 6.9%–9.9% reduction in non-HDL-C, 26.4%–33% reduction in very low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (VLDL-C), 20.7%–27.5% reduction in remnant-like particle cholesterol, 11.1%–17.2% reduction in lipoprotein-associated phospholipase A2 (Lp-PLA₂), and a 15.1%–23.2% reduction in arachidonic acid levels. There was a significant increase in LDL-C in groups receiving 2 and 4 g/d of OM3-CA compared to olive oil, with increases from baseline of 19.2% and 19.4%, respectively. However, apolipoprotein (Apo) B was not significantly changed from baseline, which supports the concept that OM3-CA does not increase the number of LDL-C particles but only the LDL-C size. Table 1 shows results from the EVOLVE trial. Subgroup analysis of those who were using a statin in the EVOLVE trial still experienced benefits in lipid levels, as shown in Figure 2. In particular, they experienced significant reductions in TG with the 4 g/d dose of OM3-CA, significant reductions in non-HDL-C, and increases in HDL-C with both the 2 and 4 g/d doses (p<0.05 for all).

The EVOLVE trial therefore showed that 2–4 g of daily OM3-CA for those with severe hypertriglyceridemia not only reduces TG remarkably, but also reduces other atherogenic lipoprotein particles. It reduces inflammation, as indicated by reductions in Lp-PLA₂, and reduces platelet activation, as indicated by reductions in arachidonic acid. Despite elevations in LDL-C, the EVOLVE study authors concluded that a net benefit in cardiovascular protection is expected given reductions in

Table 1 Summary of EVOLVE and ESPRIT trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESPRIT(^4)</th>
<th>EVOLVE(^5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects</td>
<td>N=647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG &gt;200 and &lt;500 mg/dL on maximally tolerated statin</td>
<td>TG &gt;500 and &lt;2000 mg/dL with or without a statin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>6 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td>Percent change from baseline (p-value of treatment vs OO control)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG</td>
<td>–5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total-C</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-HDL-C</td>
<td>–0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL-C</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL-C</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLDL-C</td>
<td>–5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ApoB</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ApoA1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Those randomized to the 2 g/d dose of OM3-CA also received a 2 g/d dose of OO. A 3 g/d dose was also used in EVOLVE, however the values are not shown here. \(^* p<0.05, \text{**} p<0.01, \text{***} p<0.001.

Abbreviations: OM3-CA, omega-3 carboxylic acid; OO, olive oil.
non-HDL-C and no change in Apo B, both of which have been shown to be stronger predictors of cardiovascular risk compared to LDL-C.\textsuperscript{1,45} Furthermore, there were significant reductions in VLDL-C and remnant-like particles, both of which are atherogenic. OM3-CA was determined to be safe and well tolerated, with the main side effects being mild-to-moderate gastrointestinal events, including diarrhea, eructation, and nausea, leading to discontinuation of the drug in 3% of participants. Overall, more subjects discontinued treatment in the OM3-CA group at 5%–7%, compared to 0% in the olive oil group.

Findings from EVOLVE are consistent with the studies that preceded it, showing reductions in TGs with OM3-FA use in populations with moderate hypertriglyceridemia, some of which also showed reductions in the number of small, dense LDL-C particles.\textsuperscript{46–49} Specifically, Mori et al showed an 18% and 20% reduction in TG relative to placebo in hyperlipidemic men given DHA and EPA, respectively, without significant changes in other lipoproteins, with the exception of a 6.7% increase in LDL-C for those given DHA.\textsuperscript{46} DHA use resulted in a significant increase in LDL particle size. In 2007, Kelley et al found a 24% reduction in TG levels after 45 days of DHA supplementation in men with hypertriglyceridemia, in addition to reductions in total VLDL-C (92%) and LDL-C (53%).\textsuperscript{48} DHA use increased LDL-C concentration as well as LDL particle size and decreased VLDL size in fasting samples. A reduction in inflammation has also been demonstrated with other OM3-FA formulations; the MARINE and ANCHOR studies found similar reductions in Lp-PLA\textsubscript{2}, as well as other markers of inflammation in those with hypertriglyceridemia taking icosapent ethyl, a high-purity formulation of EPA.\textsuperscript{50} Additional benefits of OM3-FA have been described, including associations with a reduction in CAD, cardiac arrhythmia suppression, and a reduction in platelet aggregation to provide an antithrombotic effect.\textsuperscript{51}

**OM3-FAs and statin combination therapy**

Understanding the effects of OM3-FA and statin combination therapy is important because the majority of patients with hypertriglyceridemia often have an indication for a statin. From a mechanistic standpoint, they differ in that OM3-FA lowers TGs primarily by reducing hepatic TG secretion as well by increasing the rate of clearance from the circulation, whereas statins inhibit HMG-CoA reductase, leading to decreased cholesterol production, especially LDL-C. OM3-FAs achieve these effects by altering gene expression, which includes upregulating genes encoding lipoprotein lipase and proteins involved in fatty acid oxidation, and downregulating genes encoding proteins involved in lipogenesis.\textsuperscript{52} One of the early large trials investigating combination therapy was the 2007 Combination of prescription Omega-3 with Simvastatin (COMBOS) study, which showed significant improvement in non-HDL-C with TG-lowering from the addition of OM3-EE to simvastatin in those with TG levels ≥200 and <500 mg/dL compared to simvastatin alone.\textsuperscript{53} Results showed significant reductions in TG and VLDL-C levels in the OM3-FA + simvastatin group compared to simvastatin alone after 8 weeks with nonsignificant changes in LDL-C levels in either group.

The Epanova Combined with a Statin in Patients with Hypertriglyceridemia to Reduce non-HDL Cholesterol (ESPRIT) study published more recently in 2013 was similar to COMBOS; however, it was larger and used the newer OM3-FA formulation, OM3-CA.\textsuperscript{54} The study showed improvements in cardiovascular risk profiles in patients with persistent hypertriglyceridemia (TG ≥200 and <500 mg/dL) despite statin therapy using either 2 or 4 g of daily OM3-CA compared to olive oil and placebo. Results showed significant reductions in non-HDL-C by 3.9% and 6.9% in the 2 and 4 g/d doses, respectively, compared to 0.9% reduction with olive oil (p<0.05 and <0.001, respectively), significant reductions in TG by 14.6% and 20.6%, respectively, compared to 5.9% in olive oil (p<0.001 for both), and significant reductions in total cholesterol and VLDL-C compared to olive oil (all at least p<0.05) (Figure 3). There was also a significant reduction in arachidonic acid in both OM3-CA groups compared to olive oil (p<0.001 for both), indicating decreased platelet activation with OM3-CA. This is a very welcomed benefit because statins raise arachidonic acid levels.\textsuperscript{55} Table 1 shows results from ESPRIT. A subgroup analysis of subjects with low HDL-C (<42 mg/dL for men and <47 mg/dL for women) found a significant reduction in small LDL-C, VLDL-C, remnant lipoprotein, non-HDL-C, and TG when comparing the OM3-CA 4 g/d group to the olive oil placebo group (compositional cholesterol changes with OM3-CA in patients with hypertriglyceridemia paired with low HDL-C: a subanalysis from the ESPRIT trial, poster presentation AHA 2015). Additionally, those with low HDL-C in the OM3-CA 4 g/d group had significantly increased large LDL-C and HDL2:HDL3 when compared to placebo. Significant changes in Apo B100, Apo B48, and PCSK9 levels were not observed.

A later analysis of ESPRIT found that small LDL-C particles were significantly reduced in those taking the 4 g/d dose compared to olive oil,\textsuperscript{56} similar to findings from the subgroup analysis of those with low HDL-C (compositional cholesterol changes with OM3-CA in patients with hypertriglyceridemia paired with low HDL-C: a subanalysis from the ESPRIT trial, poster presentation AHA 2015). Furthermore, the 4 g/d dose brought significant reductions in Lp-PLA\textsubscript{2} and both OM3-CA doses brought significant reductions in Apo
EP A was not statistically significant. In contrast, those receiving had lower MACE rates compared to controls; however, this statin for primary prevention + CAD, those receiving EP A when analyzing groups based on the presence of baseline 0.011). The rate of MACE was reduced by 19% in the EP A statin + a reduction in cardiovascular event rates in Japanese patients as well. The Japan EPA Lipid Intervention Study found the drug to be safe and highly tolerable, with the most common side effect being mild gastrointestinal symptoms, including diarrhea, eructation, and nausea. Statins and OM3-FA appear to have low risk of drug–drug interactions, and therefore are tolerated well in combination. Specific studies have been conducted with coadministration of icosapent ethyl and atorvastatin, as well as between OM3-EE and statins. No pharmacokinetic interactions were found. Despite some biological plausibility, no clinical evidence exists that the coadministration of statins and OM3-FAs is harmful.

Limitations and future directions
When considering OM3-FA use alone or in combination with statins, changes in formulation may reduce the applicability of earlier studies with older formulations. It is expected that the benefits seen with older formulations would apply because the greatest change with OM3-CA is improved bioavailability.

Conclusion
Based on subgroup analyses of trials investigating TG-lowering therapies, those with hypertriglyceridemia and low HDL-C may benefit from TG-lowering therapy either alone or in combination with a statin. The benefits in lipoprotein levels with OM3-CA use both alone and with a statin have been well demonstrated in trials such as EVOLVE and ESPRIT. Previous research has also demonstrated benefits with OM3-FA use, which is likely enhanced with OM3-CA given its greater bioavailability compared to older formulations. Furthermore, OM3-CA was found to have a high level of safety and tolerability, which may be less true of other non-statin cholesterol-lowering medications, such as drug–drug interaction concerns with fibrates. While OM3-FAs have historically been used in the treatment in hypertriglyceridemia, trials using OM3-CA and other OM3-FA formulations have shown benefits in non-HDL-C, LDL-C particle size, and favorable changes in markers of inflammation and platelet activation, in addition to reductions in TGs.

Outcome data have shown a benefit of adding OM3-FA to statins as well. The Japan EPA Lipid Intervention Study found a reduction in cardiovascular event rates in Japanese patients taking both EPA and a statin compared to statin alone. The rate of MACE was reduced by 19% in the EPA + statin group, in which 2.8% experienced an event over a follow-up of 5 years, compared with 3.5% in controls (p = 0.011). When analyzing groups based on the presence of baseline CAD, those receiving EPA + statin for primary prevention had lower MACE rates compared to controls; however, this was not statistically significant. In contrast, those receiving EPA + statin for secondary prevention had a statistically significant reduction in MACE. Baseline TG’s in both groups was 1.7 mmol/L (151 mg/dL), HDL-C was 1.5 mmol/L (58 mg/dL), and LDL-C was 4.7 mmol/L (182 mg/dL). The ongoing Outcomes Study to Assess S’Tatin Residual Risk Reduction with EPANova in HiGh Cardiovascular Risk PatienTs with Hypertriglyceridemia (STRENGTH) will help determine the effects of OM3-CA on cardiovascular event rates (http://clinicaltrials.gov/show/NCT02104817). The STRENGTH trial is currently enrolling 13,000 patients with hypertriglyceridemia and low HDL-C who are on statin therapy, randomizing them to 4 g of daily OM3-CA vs corn oil as placebo. If results show a reduction in MACE with the addition of OM3-CA to statin therapy in this population, it will be consistent with subgroup analyses of TG-lowering trials as discussed above.

Statins and OM3-FA are both generally well tolerated. Myopathy is the greatest adverse effect with statin use, observed at a rate of about 10.5%. The OM3-CA trials found the drug to be safe and highly tolerable, with the most common side effect being mild gastrointestinal symptoms, including diarrhea, eructation, and nausea. Statins and OM3-FA appear to have low risk of drug–drug interactions, and therefore are tolerated well in combination. Specific studies have been conducted with coadministration of icosapent ethyl and atorvastatin, as well as between OM3-EE and statins. No pharmacokinetic interactions were found. Despite some biological plausibility, no clinical evidence exists that the coadministration of statins and OM3-FAs is harmful.

Conclusion
Based on subgroup analyses of trials investigating TG-lowering therapies, those with hypertriglyceridemia and low HDL-C may benefit from TG-lowering therapy either alone or in combination with a statin. The benefits in lipoprotein levels with OM3-CA use both alone and with a statin have been well demonstrated in trials such as EVOLVE and ESPRIT. Previous research has also demonstrated benefits with OM3-FA use, which is likely enhanced with OM3-CA given its greater bioavailability compared to older formulations. Furthermore, OM3-CA was found to have a high level of safety and tolerability, which may be less true of other non-statin cholesterol-lowering medications, such as drug–drug interaction concerns with fibrates. While OM3-FAs have historically been used in the treatment in hypertriglyceridemia, trials using OM3-CA and other OM3-FA formulations have shown benefits in non-HDL-C, LDL-C particle size, and favorable changes in markers of inflammation and platelet activation, in addition to reductions in TGs.
OM3-CA use would provide more insight into its benefits for those with hypertriglyceridemia. In particular, investigation of combination OM3-CA and statin therapy, and OM3-CA monotherapy for those with a contraindication to statin use, would be beneficial. Fortunately, investigation is underway to determine if OM3-CA combined with a statin reduces MACE rates in patients with hypertriglyceridemia and elevated cardiovascular risk in the STRENGTH trial, which is enrolling 13,000 elevated-risk patients. If the STRENGTH trial does indeed show a reduction in cardiovascular events, it would be consistent with the subgroup analyses of patients with hypertriglyceridemia in the BIP, VA-HIT, FIELD, ACCORD Lipid, and AIM-HIGH trials, which showed a reduction in cardiovascular outcomes in these high-risk patients who were treated with TG-lowering therapy alone or with a statin.
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